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’Oscar’ Movie On

Petition to Lower
Student Movie
Rates Under Way
A petition to leer movie rates
for students now is being circulated on campus, it was reported
in the Senior Class Council meeting Monday.
John Tillotson, chaietnan for the
committees to lower rates, reported petitions are being handed
out to living groups around the
campus, and various orgenliations
are urging their members to circulate sad lien the -petitions.
Students who wish to sign the
petition . can sign it under the
Library Arch today where the
Senior ball tickets are being sold.
The petition reads. "We, the
members of the Associate Students of San Jose State college,
hereby petition the managers of
the Studio, California. Padre, and
United Artists theaters for a college rate of 85- Cents per student

Filipinos Gwen
Notice; Move
By May 21
Three Filipino students at the
college were notified Saturday
that they mink move from their
duplex.apartment at 725 E. Taylor
street because of the ill -feeling
of their neighbors.
The students, Herbert Jammu,
Peter Jamero and Raphael Raagas,
along with
Herbert
Jamero’s
wife, revealed that they have until

Senior bail tidies go on sale
today to the Junior class between
11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. under
the Lanni Arian wording to
Lan. Shewnian, in charge of the
galas.
"Only 145 tickets will be sold
to the Juniors," she said, "when
that number is gone, no more tick-

ets will be sold to the Junior

dam."
Half of the quota will be

sold
today and the other half tomorrow. she reported.

The price for the bids is M.
"There are a few remaining
of the quota to graduates and
uating seniors." the
Zsecoed said, "and they. also can
bier 418111111’ tallml."

modestly award winning
wens. -Treasure at Sierra Madre" will be ohms at 4 sad 8
today-In the Little Theater.
AibisIsMou is II emits.
The movie series is spemered
by The Playas.* club, boutrary
dramatics society.
,
-Treasure of Sierra Madre
Isatisres Humphrey Bogart and
Walter illueion.
May LS the club will summer
a showing of "The Southerner."

bee constrictors, to be
HOLDING ONIC of
Natural Ileisass apes bans ThandaV..aarr
am,
bha inens
sad Nits Trail
IOW by as 4110.11.11111111
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A. We ear the preferesitial billet. It is designed to take ear* al
the situstion at tiaa Jose State
college. M’e believe that a Ear
Drily MINIM elect, and we do
nst desilt to bens imposs no-

No. 1311

of the ’affair is to list the people
of the essentiality get better
idea of hew the saran- departmeat Is run. It gives the people
chance to see the classes mud
labs la operation qad better aequeduts them with what the isolkite has to offer le the Natural
Meuse field.
One of
he highlurhts of the
hail exhibits will be a model of a
physiology lab in the new wing
that is to be added to the budding.
In the wall cases will be an exhibit
of typei of work and papers done
by the faculty, to be set up y
Sigma XL Science fraternity.
Movies will be khown in Rooms
S112 and S210 along with mei tinuous demonstrations. Movies
and demonstrations will start at
12:30 p.m. in S210 and at 2:30
p.m. in S112. Dr. Tilden said.
The geology downers* will
distribute free samplos of timeder eggs wheals wore tome near
Lee Gatos, whom there is
osit
Sham litie
ism*_,-at
..,..I-_ are not with a disansall
saw and will nabs geed unser
Mrs.
Other demonstrations and ex.
Mints will be of fossils, plants.
radio and electronics, and At*
from Death Valley.
On the roof of the building win
be a 3 and 4-inch teletext:
samand visitors to look at the
ilahasibe
Tilden reported thatliggleaa. eidib- Dr.
%room Whit would not be apes IMO

after dark.

n. aaiallP4.1.4111111MHOINIP6.

Barbecue Features Activities, Speeches

ed lent peionumbir

allaieunnehilpallillanilkinna Das*
panbassr ainallsay. Jowly OM
was No seasin ribs mime,
gat the IMO. ruling, Dr. Dans& reported. Tin pompom of
Obis
last raw la very simillar
year’s programs he
Last year’s attendance was $r
estimated 2000, and many meet
are expected this year. Mare mew
pies and demonstrations are be
ing set up in anticipation of;

do a monologue, Kay Petits* perpanstsminse _skit. and
forming
Shirley Sperling, who will sing.
An Alpha Oil Omega sextet
will perform at the barbecue.
Members are Shirley Sperling, Ann
Svihera, Pat Elking, Pat Rarmssimilar
aPnli
Pedal pushers and
clothes are in order for the event. den. Pat Fe/1dt. and Jeanne AdTicket sales indicate that op- kilt5.
The 14 candidates for AWS of ii Proximately 250 wbrnen students
crowd, he said.
are expected to take part in swim- ces will be introduced and are larger
Dr Tilden urges all to atten
to give one-minute
ming, volieybell, community sing- scheduled
the affair and remember the opeing, dinner and entertainment, re- speeches regarding their qualifi- door policy.
ports Pat.’ Berryessa. AWS sec- cations for offices, according to
AWS President, Carol Larsen
retary.
Co-dtairane arit leas 13erryesThe entertainment will he supplied by Pat Rasnsden. who will as and Barbi*

"Warm day" activities, entertaniment and food am features
of the annual AWS-WAA barbecue event, to be held this afternoon from 4:30 to 810 o’cionk in
the Women’s gym.

French

Professor Explains ASB Elections;
Tells of Preferential Ballot Syste

Dr. S. L. Swagert, associate
science,
political
professor of
took a few minutes out of his busy
day to answer some questions
"about the May 8 election, yesterday.
Q. Who conducts student body
elections aJ San Jose State college.
A. The election is conducted by
the Student Court under regUlations established by the Student
Council. .
Q. Is there aay peculiarity of

1113

Thursday the Nature’ Science deportment wil be host to thousands of visitors from the college, San Jew and Sento Clare count/
in their second annual open house, Or. James W. ’Wen, general chairmen emsounced.
Several of the
ip the area halve reported that they are
sending their pupils en masse to
visit the department. Dr. Carl
Duncan, chairman of the department, said yesterday.
He also said a main purpose

Tbeir landlord. Manuel Rose,
told the Spartan Daily yesterday
that the neighbors WOn’t speak
to him :gime of the presence of
$ and that he ’didn’t
the J
want "any, more /rouble."
Rose lives in the front apartment of
duplex house at 721
E. TaylorUtreet while the Jameros
live in the rear apartment.
An ironic note crept into the
story yesterday when Raams
said that Herbert Jamero, a junior social science student at the
college, is scheduled to, be inducted into the army sometime
next month to -fight for dtmocReams, who is puzzled by the
treatment he and the Jamercia
are getting, is a veteran of the
Korean War and holder of the
Silver Star medal, awarded for
bravery In action. He also was
irsiet weenie
iiellerad when struck
by shrapnel from an antt-tank
mine esplosion. He is a junior at
the college and a chemistry major.
Peter Jamero, a freshman
l
aic’95
science
major, enlisted in the
Navy in June 1948 and served
aboard General MacArthur’s headquarters ship during the Inchon
landaus.
Mr. and Kra_ Herbert Jamero
have consulted a lawyer and were
told that there is nothing they can
do. They famed that since rent
controls were Med. they must
abide by the- mistake notice.
They salik that they were told
Saturday- that they were being
evicted beams these were too
many adults living in their twobedroom apartment.
The Jameros said this is quite
a different story from that originally told them by Rose. A few
weeks ago he was told the neighhors objected to their presence,
but that he would stand by them.
According to the Jameroa they
t
to tailS about the matter to
the landlord’s son-in-law Saturday night, but were told that he

6,

Open House for
Many Tomorrow

May 21 to find other housing facilities.

on showing his student body card. would have no more to do with
If this petition.* Passed. I. the them. He denied everything he had
undersigned, will attend the above previously told them, they said.
named theaters on a more active
average than in the past."

Ball Tickets
Go on Sale

STATE

Son Jose Stot4i Colloin

The first election rely of its kind to be presented at San Jose Yid. 41
State college, AI be held tomorrow in Morris Doiley auditorium from
according to Tom Evelis, ASB president.
7 to 10
the majority oafdirtudents on campus are not sinton minded," saki Jim Morris,
yell leader anti scheduled ouster
of ceremonies at the rally. The.
The
rally will provide an opportunity
for them to become acquainted
with the candidates and their platforms."
Although the idiotism rang
is being sponmeed by the Ratty
commettee, headed by Chairmen
Cheek WM& esabcandidate
will supply hls owe entertainmeat lee the event.
Candidates who are unopened
for their respective offices will
4oi be called upon to give
Hatches.
Other candidates are scheduled
to present a short speech ranging
from three to ten minutes in
length.’
Ovens will Introduce candidates for the May 8 election in
the fallowing order: (1) BM
Friseile and Nob Remedy, Ablil
vice-p. eaident; (2) Pat Brennan, See Cliennsan. Barbara
Lacey and Bob Lindsey, Soph
representative; (8) Cathy Carey,
Barbara iamb, *ruler representative; (4) Jim Choate and Bill
Maher,
Senior
Justice;
(5)
Sallee- Leis and Elaine tiehisieso, corresponding secretary.
(Sixth) Pat Engerud, Carol
Hotchklis and Betty Wiser, representative-at -large I female I ; ( 7 )
Chuck Bucaria, Roy Hodges, Art
Lund, Chuck Mahew and Vern
Perr y, representative - at - large
(male); (8) Jim Freeman, Bert
Haight, Eire Jukich, and John
Landicho, ASH. treasurer;
(9)
Tom Berrey, Bill Eckert. Bill Hushaw and Ken Mitchell. ASB vicepresident; and (10) John Aitken
and Jerry Ball, ASB president.
The speakers Arograrn is _Aspected to last two hours.

OR/

off elections.
Q. Will you describe the preferential ballot.
A. The preferential ballot has
three squares behind the name of
each candidate. The squares are
labeled nest, second and third
Q How is the preferential ballot
marked!
A. A rubber stamp with the
letter "X" is used to mark a
square behind a candidate’s name.

(Ballots marked with pen, ink or
by any other methods are disqualified., ,The mark is placed in
the square labeled -one- when
hot two tordlegtes are running.
When several are nannies.- sae-

and and third chOices.allotdd be
kidicated

pens nig

e
h
"I
Seville"
st:.
,Barber
ofT

open a four-day run tonight
830 o’clock in the patio of
inWomen’s gym. The May, dew entirely in French, as sponsored b.i
Iota Delta Phi French home w
Hew see the ballots
Q.
ciety.
counted?
Tickets an 50 cents for It. A. lisiksta are combed as if dents and 75 cents general admi
chalets were sion, and re on sale in the Mot
no seread er
majority ern Language office.
recorded. T. if
has mot bees obtained, the perDr. James Clancy, associate pm
son with least sassaat or %off* lessor of drama, is featured
is eilmloseed. illessad piece Figaro, the barber who breaks r
rotes ass emitted and added social int-Hers. He will be Ws
I. first pima volles. If les eaadkported by Dr Wesley Godlier
dat. has a. majority, the per- Jane McFaul arab rnernbers
.
amount
least
Next
the
ms
third
A
elinismotesil.
of votes is
mantis* takes place, totals are
Campaign Tallsn
,added. est the essidWate with
ataJoeity nine.
XS/3 candidates have teen
NO tie is possibl e. If one lotted the final ten minutes
should wear; the candidate with Senior orientation to speak
the largest Stilinber of first place the group tomornew,accoraing
Jim ’Nash.
votes waUld be declared winner.

t ’Krum.%

Wi.dne-sda

VIAILT

$partan Dail.’ y

Thrust and Parry

II New Test Day

What’s I. Faley

1Dear Thrust and Parry;
Question to Editor Ted -Flaky:
!How is it that the Spartan Daily j
_ .
Phod ie.,’ by the Associated SeiriliNds’of Son Jiii State cease* escept Sat-1 has changed policy so that it now!
tA collet* wee leith en, low* riurieg each fieel, prints news stories extolling thej
urdey nsi Soaday,
virtues of specific candidates In
0111141. 00 .00
br of the Carrfreeie Newspaper Pei:ellen Aneciaties
the coming ASH elections" I refer!
/..ss el rh GieW
Co_ isaa S. Frei street U. Jew
to the page two spread yesterday;
Est 211 on "Office Seeker Lists Abilities."
210 Adoertisien Dept.,
Ts’ephoiss CYpress 4-4414 Editorial. Ed.
5ilsocrpe. ri Cs 12.50 per reel qv $1 per eiieriter.ter
card headers. ’
This seems an unfortunate stand’
TED RALEYEditor
JESS SMITHBus. Mgr.
I since several candidates have had
Make-up Editor His issue--Gerry Gerberini
to pay good money to get their.
SeUy Co-tiss, end Herb Derkl.
narnes in print land this only in!
0 I Desk Larry Elam
Joyce Pessetti nets &liter
_GM Hardegtell ads I. Let us hope that there was
site lister
Larry Eire F".‘" Fait
Deer ClOad
- ----1/"."4"26."’ some mistake. and. that the Daily’
facheoye
Editor
___Illierraerlearini;
-t Ware
Seeree Nolo
is not giving in to power politicS. 1
. Ara, Ell tot
Joanne Rostrore Wire E d1tor
!Dreher I Let’s
eliminate the bones, and,
I give everyone an equal chance.;
Please omit our names since wej
I do not wish to slur any condiA
of elarification for tilree inquiring gentlemen: (See Thrust date and thereby begirt an end-.
’ less dispute. We just wanted to
en4
;
.rrter at in the past. the Spartan Doh is endorsing no can- ha%e a clear statement of Policy
dirfa. ’o ..13, office. The campaign statement printed on page two made, since so far this quarter’s
staff has dome a fine job.
oi :ye:tore:ayi Daily was meant to be included in today’s issue.
Sincerely yours.
apologies
to
that
this
Our
the
"egret
incident
occurred.
We
Atilt Oak Atill TN. ASB Ma.
other kandidates for the office of ASS vice-president: Tom Berrey,

Campaign Statements

llilf.tushaw an:Ken Mitchell.
Candidate Claims

,

Job Helps School
Barbara Icey, SophOmore representative.
-The position of sophomore representative has many potentialities for helping the Sophomore
clam and the student body as a
whole.
.
’Given the opportunity, I %valid
sincerely try to represent the
sophomore class interests in ’all
school functions,
;
College Graduat
H.
as
shpan

e

an

The college man will not only
have a better paying job, a smaller family and a more expensive
home than the high school graduate, but he will a Iso do more
dishes, according to an advertising
poll.
The poll indicated that the educated man spends more time over
the dishpan, helps with housework
oftener than those who only went
as far as high school, and he cooks
more than grade school, graduates.
Of the college graduates questioned. 69 per cent tiilp their
wives with the housework. while,
64 per cent of the high school
gradisaies and 59 per cent of the
grade school alumni wielded a
broom
The pollsters tallied 37 per cent
of The colleve men as dishuashers.

VI t
11,411

17 students pis lured *hose are asplraats for
pools In Friday’s elettion In Morris Dailey
auditorium, First rotsRecording- secretary, Arline treatri: repreeentatice-at-large (female), Pat
Engerud, Carol iloteldshas sad Betty Wiser. *trend
ruts 111epreisr
r -at -Is r, (male), Chuck Bare Ma, Boy IlledgelE Art Lund, (burls Mehra and, in
I lard run, hero Pretty.): also third rots remade
sealor justire. Joss Aubrey,: male venter justice,
Jim Choate sad Bill Maker. Fourth rou--Sophomore reproseatathe, rat Beestaam and Barbara Larry: sealer representative. Barbara Itasch: ANIS
presides.. Dare Pantsokey: Is flak row. for ANIS
sire predigest. BM Prise*
All of the abase
has. platform statements appeering ea paces three sad fear
of todas’s !apart*. Daily.

.Locute.s!
;attest

You handle the rest.

aPiCkilve Cid

JULES BOZZI
the /tiredly jeweler
29 E. SANTA CLARA

We’ll take core of
your hair.
LA ELEGANCIA
masa’ SHOP
It
:Iwo

W. ST JOHN
blest abr.* Fins SY-

hAislpthorayThfreatate.rnniat)tibnisalinhoint-’’oraPhryi’
ing all social science and history
Selective Service national head- majors and minors to a get -toe
quarters has announced recently gether this afternoon in the Stuin a memorandum to colleges dent Union.
that a special college qualification
According to fraternity histotest will be held May 21 for those rian James House. the affair Will
students who were prevented by Iasi from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
illness or other emergency from
The fraternity, active on camtaking the regular tests sched- pus’ since 1948, is open to all souled Dec. 4, 1952 and Apr. ;3. cial science and history majors
953
and minors who fulfill its requireThe May 21 test will be the ments, to be outlined at today’s
last one during the present aca- gathering.
demic year, the memorandum
Phi Alpha Theta president is
stated
Melvin Cochran; Carl PohlhamAlthough applications p 05 t- mee is vice president, and Betty
marked May 11. 1953 or earlier Koenig is secretary-treasurer.
will be accepted. students wishing Other members are Robert Blanc
to apply are urged to secure, corn - and Warren Bryld. Dr. Benjamin
plete, and mail their applications Gilbert. instruCtor in history, is
at once. Early filing will insure adviser.
a test and other necessary supplies for the student at the center
he selects or at a nearby center,
according to educational testing
service. .
When filing the application,
available at Selective Service local
boards, the student is inftructed
FARLEY
JANE
to cross out "April 23" opposite
GRANGER
POWELL
the spice reading "Center No."
"SMALL,TOWN GIRL"
and write in -May 21
Color by Technicolor
with
La Torre Spelling
Ann Miller, S. Z. Salall
lily Burke, Bobby Van
This Thrilling Feature
Needs Correction

To Be May 21

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Wool by &le NON
110011. They’re smart. stylish.
iseeshoeno. We teelsre
propleae syyllysNly11 ytiNY
yew elheel Iseigaial C.
I. he seers swiss.

History Party

May 6. 1953

,

SHWA’, SLATE

Studio

A list Of names as they will be
stamped on covers of the 1953
La Torre will be posted in the
Student Union and qutside the
Morris Dailey from Thursday,
May 7. anti’ Friday. May 17, according lo Jim Cottrell. yearbook
puntkity manager.
Everyone is urged to check the
spelling Of his name and report
any mistakes to the La Torre
office as’ the yearbook will not be
responsible for any misspellings
not reported for correction.
Yearbooks will again be on sale
following Senior Lectures Tuesday. May 19. There are now only
186 available.

tlkidfiedi
Ir011t RENT
Two lordeowa redwood shingle
house. 12 minute walk to college.
Near bus. Wino’. $8950 379 $.
17th street CV 3-3884.
Se yea pinned her and she’s
still not satisfied" Call YO 73638 for diamond wedding and
ensragement set Reasonable
r011t SALE
16 Ford 7 door sedan Good
tires, radio. $110 184 S
llth
I street Ask for Jake
Boot IS Memory cruiser motor with contrails, like new. Must
see to appreciate. 25.16 Pliderner
j avenue. 14 Saturdsys, all day
!Sunday.
LOST
A Sigma Kappa sorority pan
j with guard. Contact Mansion Bari gen. CV 3-9940.

California:
Chariton Hester, Forrest Tucker
in

"PONY EXPRESS"
’GIRLS

OF P
PLEASURE ISLAND’

United Artists:
3 DiMENSION

"HOUSE OF WAX"
Color by WARNERCOLOR
Vincnt Price, Frank Lossipoy
Phyllis Kirk

El Rancho Drive-In
"I LOVE MELVIN"
Debb4 Reynolds, Donald O’Conno,
Plus
"This /kids Comes to Yellow Sky"

"BEND OP THE RIVER"
I. Technicolor
.141,..ips Stewart. Arthur Kennedy

Mayfair:
Tyrone Power is

"LADY FROM TEXAS"

"I’LL NEVER FORGET YOU"

I. Technicolor

I. Technicolor

Howard Duff, Josepltin HuH
STUDENT’S Sac
1111

CLeosiet Colbert in
"THUNDER ON THE HILL"

THE ALAMEDA
AT HESTER
Cr 7-354

Spartahabes Lose
1orsortahahe harsebollers, under
the eons-fling of Bill won. ended their season yesterday as
they lost
5-4 game S. Beata
Oars high wheel. Wes lieheres
and Les **Jaer eesablined for
ttie best sportabalo piteldaft effort au Use year as they gave
no a total of to., hits. The
game was playedat Waablectes
park Is Mats Clam.

"CODE TWO"
pA

RENE CLAIR S

"THE GHOST GOES WEST’
w,th ROBERT DONAT
A skirt, with roadie’s sled fantasy as
ts streenth!

Charity Begins at Home
Good Eating Begins
here . . .

RENDEZVOUS CAFE
* 1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1)51
1041

Ji RICH

Two Can
Seek ASB Presidential Office;
Four Men Vie in Vice Presidential Competition
Jerry Ball

John Aitken

Toni Berrev

,

Bill Husluzir

SPARTAN HAITI
Wednesday, May 6, IV

_ Bill Eckert

.r
Jerry BRIJ, canainase for ASH
John Aitken, ASB presidential
bill riustiaa, candidate tor the
Tom Berrey, a junior, is a can-1
president, is a mathematics and !candidate, is a junior business ad. didate for the ASB vice presiden- jASH vice presidency, said, "I think
philosophy major. He lists exper- ministration major from Mountain ey.
there’s a need for emphasizing
ience as:
I View.
j
Berrey said, "I feel that I can a t h le tics, and this should he
Representative-at -large on the I He lists his experiece in campus , do a good job. I would like to make brought about through the student
Student Council, Freshman Camp !activities as follows: Freshman :student government di personal government.
"Too often the athlete is seen
counselor for three
presi- I Camp councilor, Freshman group ’problem to each and every memon Saturdays and’ forgotten the
dent of Spartan.Shields, originator , president, Sophomore president, her of the Associated Students.
"I believe that the minor sports I rest or the time,
and chairman of Science Open iHorireoming parade chairman, A"Also. since I an a Glendale JC
House, stu9ent representative. to iS13 vice president, former member should be reorganized, and given
transfer, I can realize the probthe City council on the parking . of Spartan Shields, Blue Key more recognition.
"I believe that adviser and or- lenss of the transfer student.
meter issue,director of Student j member. Revelries staff, Lyke bus"At Glendale I was a member of
Poll on the parking situation, iness manager and La Torre staff ganization relationships should he
improved."
the AMS board. president of the
Treasurer of Campus Chest in member.
Berrey is the retiring president J Student Y, and College King.
1952-53, member of College Life I "In being a candidate for presc-immittee, chairman 1952 Activi- ident of the student body I natur- of ANIS and a eraduate of Mounfrom 8:00 to 9:00
ties Evaluation program, director i ally have ideas and feelings about tain View high school.
I
the
student
government
policies
Spartacamp, publicity chairBill Maher, aandidate for the
man for class of ’54 Junibr Prom, ’ for the next year.
job of senior justice, said, "I’ve
Rally committee executive corn- . "In keeping with the expansion
read the ASH constitution. aril I
!prof:ram of ’the college I feel that
:Pittee.
feel that it needs revising.
"Any candidate for an office istudent government and student
"As a pre-leatil student, I would
must have qualifications before he i activities should go hand in hand
like to participate in such an uncan honestly run, and tnia students I with this expansion. There is
dertaking. I feel that I have conmust know his qualifications and Idefinite need for more coordinaconsisting
tributions to make to the tan ishy them jialke if he can do the job tion among committees and a betsion and I would late the opporlaughs. roars & guffam,
, properly. I believe I can fill the ’ ter system af communication, I
tunity to make thoiri.’"
:equirem.entr.
,
Ifeel alkenattljtauldbe a luck_ exMaher alto/stied %Wirier Unjon
"I realtze that Sim -lose State is PfirtrY4 ktlenC ranY,*(091911ttitii.i"
high school and Fullerton Je
a rapidly growing community and (as as its’progratits are concehird.
certain need’s will arise in the )iThe Student. Activities board
Remembee . .
course of expansion. I believe that should be expanded. The Social Afthere will be the need for: coordi, fairs committee should be given
Jim Choate, candidate for the
Morris Dailey kttd.
nation, better orientation, leader- any help needed to keep up the
position of senior justice to the
ship training, and augmented pub- splendid job they have been doing.
3:00
to 9:1)0
Student Court declared, "I’m inI think this year’s dance at the
lic relations.
terested in the ASH constitution,
Tonight
’It is my theory that if there ,Civic with Margaret Whiting was
and a good doctrine of judicial reis a way for students, faculty and la great success and that a yearly
view in student affairs.
administratian to get together and Ibig name dance is a necessity,
"My school activities, sit far,
"I want to go on record as faexchange ideas they all would
have been restricted to journalistic
ProWork
-Aid
Fund
voring
the
come to some similar reasonable
ns work in high school, jlimior college.
This gfra I a ,entertainment
conclusions. I intend to provide the :grans This is an absolute necessity
0
and on the Spartan -Daily"
extravagansa n9u-insisted
I
we
up
with
are
keep
colleges
to
medium for such a venture with
lif
by Student,. for Aitken for
and universities such as Cal, Orethe proposed ’Spartacamp’.
Ken Mitchell, candidate for the
For an honing Snack
"I think something should be gon. Stanford and Arizona State. ASB presidency, stated, "I’ve been ’
President in con jiinetinnTry
done about the bulletin board. Al- While I am on the subject of foot - on the Student Activities hoard
with
the Cigarette Sea.-0. I would support a group simi- hall I feel that I should mention for the past quarter. The vice
enser.s Niarelling And d’eth,llar t IFC and Panhellenic to rep- the non -cooperation of the dowd- president acts as chairman of the
resent the opinions of organiza- town merchants with the student SAB. I feel qual:fied to perfoam
Time Stkeief.
171 WEST SAN CARLCS
tions such as Newman club, IRC, body activities. I think that this these duties since I am familiar
1
problem can he solved by working with the SAB."
ISO, and departmental clubs.
"I believe that SJS should play through the Merchants association
Mitchell is a member of the
schools like Cal, Oregon, and Stan- in San Jose.
Spartan Shields, Blue Key, end
"I am in favor of the allocation has been active in claks conectis.
ford. I don’t think, however, that
because of the financial support of funds for various student activ- He is a junior from Castlentont
involved money should be taken ities such as the Rifle and Pistol high school in Oakland.’
away from judo, boxing, or any teams, the Ski team and for stuother so-called minor sports. Rath- dent dramatic productions such as
er, I think that an active alumni the recent TV show.
"Lastly. I am in favor of an allassociation should be developed
Bids now are on sale in front
through an augmented public rela- cainpus activity. Sparti-gras got
You’ve seen John Aitken in Student government for
out of hand because it wasn’t han- of the ROTC offices. Rooms B-82
tions program.
ly. I know we could and 8-83, for -the annual Minters
"We should make ethers believe dled co
the las; three years. You know he’s We, you know he’s
-campus activity and Ball, according to Dick Tharp,
in our college. and we must believe have on
chairman
of
the
event.
’
run
it
ourselves."
in San Jose State
sincere. You know he will make a good A.S.B.
The ball will be held May IS
-I hope Illave covered the more
important ltoints in this article. at the statute Claire hotel frets
If I am elected, I feel I can repre- 9 p.in. to I a.m. The bids, which
sent the college well and that I are &I, are on sale to ROTC cahave the ability that is needed to- dets only, stated Tharp.
Tharp specifically stressed that
be the president."
cadets are not to provide Dossers
Barbara Roach, candidate for
for their dates. Dick Crest and his
Senior representative to the Stu- 6
band will provide the music for
Woilnosiley ScJ.I
ii7ITItorsday Special.
dentCouncil, is convinced that co’1
the evening.
operation is the only answer to
State’s problems
"For esamplb," according to
loirrfifoi
Spoiloptt. .ad Ito.;a4
Soup
Cathy Carey, candidate for menMiss Roach, "there is little real
lot to it"
RE-UPHOLSTERING
cooperation betreen the council ior representative to the Student
Said
Salem UNA
and the students and, therefore, Council, declared, ’I’d like to see
Reasonable Cost
there is little real representation.
Oasis snore adequately
Re-Stying
Reforms the advocates are Spar- the Senior
Factory Methods
ta Leadership camp, conference represented on the litUllent Cow committee, broader lecturer series ca.
Right Materials
"In the past, the Senior repreand an administration -faculty-SteOpen 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.14.---Sat. anti Sun. to 9:30
council
do.
reported
bps
sanative
conunitintegration
relations
dent
MARTIHOUS RUO &
legs at chin council meetings anti
tee.
SAN AUOUST1N STRUT
..
UPHOLSTERY CLIANERS
For previous experience. Mks not much more.
Senior
class
see
to
the
"I’d
like
on
year
active
an
to
Post
off
S.
Few)
Awe) ^its
’ CY 44041
IIvonstalesithe Student CoRisciI.pork
IS UNION ST.
CV 44444
the .091lui’ .gouncil. She is a trans- and
.oatether.
deb*.
more
college.
/TT frOnt Parrisna

we offer on
tonight
May 6

Bill Maker

An -

Ken Mitchell

Entertainment
Shorn-

Jim Choate

DIERKS

Military Ball

Wants Better
Cooperatie n

John Aitken
. . .

a good man for A.S.B. PRESIDENT

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

More Voice Says
Senior Candidate

STEAK DINNER

ITALIAN DINNER
-Th....6

$1.45

$1.00

in
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Running For Treasurer
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Secretary Candidates

Bert.Haight

Sallee Lotz

Elaine Schw ieso

Dee Jukich

John Landicho

A
Bert Haight, candidate for ASB John Landis:Mo, alusikidate for
Sallee Lotz, candidate for cor- treasurer, believes that he is well ASB treasurer, said, "I am an acresponding secretary, says, "If I qualified for the post of treasur- counting major:* and I think the
am elected to the office I am seek- er because he has earned and bud- experience of bolding the Job 411
ing, I will h and le my duties geted his own money for many treasurer would be helpful to me.
;

Schwieso, sophomore
candidate for corresponding aecretarY. says, "I feel there is a lack
of interest in student government
at San Jose State. and I would
like to do my small part in combatting it I feel that candidates
for office can set a good example
for the rest of the student body.
If elected, I promise to do the job
iequired of Me conscientiously and
as efficiently as I am able
Miss Schwieso disclosed that :die
isax secretary of the Junior class
at Santa Cruz high school, and
11(11.. in several social organizae
lions

prornptly and efficiently, and will
make a sincere effort to contribute new ideas to the Student
Council."
Miss Lotz is a junior. She has
been secretary of the Social Affairs committee, secretary of the
Spartan Spears, secretary of the
Campus (’hest, and is currently a
second vice president of AWS, Big
and Little Sister chairman, and
listed in Who’s Who in American
I Universities and Colleges.

Male Representative-at -Large
Campaign promises don’t carry
much weight, so I’ll forget them.
Instead, I will trust my past experience on the Airily committee
and class councils to help me attain my goal.lie was vice chairman of the
Rally committee and member of
the Sophomore council.

Chuck Mayhew
(-hock Mayhew is a junior can.
didate formale repreaentative-at"k feel that I
large lie says,
should he a part of the student
government and activities because
I have some definite ideas to contribute. For one thing. I feel that
the Student Council should he
brought closer to the students, and
amid like to try to accomplish
this
"Although this will he my first
attempt at student goverrtment. 1
1,41 that I could do a good job if
tictted

Vern Perrs. freshman candidate
for male repreaentati%e-at-large,
ss)sam %ery much in favor of
huildiriltup traditions at San Jose
State I feel that school spirit
should keep pace with the growth
ot the college. I feel that no one
seeking office should expect to
evade any of the resistrutibilities
of that office I promise, if elected, to fulfill my obligations
Pert-) 11‘ r led that he is a
member of the Social Affairs corn.’
,

Art ’Lund
Art L
I, candidate for men’s
irprevientative-at-large, says. "I’
am interested In promoting the
Leneral welfare of the entire student hods, not any- specific group. I

Roy Hodges
Roy }lodgers male representative -at -large candidate, lists as experience: secretary AMS, member
of Sophomore council, AMS representative to Sophomore courtell, offices in social and honorary
fraternities. He is a junior aeronautics major.
"I believe I know the need.’ of
the various campus groups’ and the
need of t(ie independent student
and can represent these students
in the ASH,- he said.

Daily reporters, -If elected as Ile- ,flotchkias’ adivities.

WI

Soph Seeking
Council Post

ART LUND
FOR
REP. AT LARGE

Sue Chapman. candidate for sophomore representative to the
Student Council, says, "The Freshmen class this year has shown a
spirit of cooperation and enthusiasm. Next year they will equal
this if they have the support of
the rest of the school. I am interested in working to see that
this class of ’56 is given recognition on the Student Council,"

,oHN

te**************************trk**************
for ASB treasurer, said, "I am seeking!!
the ASH treasurer’s office because’
I feel that I can be of service to Ss
San Jose State college in that ca- ;
oacity."
Freeman, a junior business administration major, is a former *
Senior class president of Turlock :
will promote student opinion by submitting financial reports
*
Union high school.
*
to the Student Body. Thus, by this Method, the A.S.B.

Jim Freeman, candidate

a

LANDICHO

for A.S.B. TREASURER
treasurer will know how

to
finances for the Student
Soph Tells ASB 1 Body Through his experiencedirect
and knowledge.
Qualificatio ns 1***********************************************

Bob Lindsey, candidate for sophomore representative, said,
"From working with the Freshman class council this past year
and with various other ASH organizations I believe I have -gained
experience and knowledge necessary to capably represent next
year’s Sophomore class on Student
Council.
"I have seen student government at work at SJS and am keenly interested in playing a more
, Miss Wiser added that she had active part in it." he said.
been a member of the Freshman
and Sophomore councils, president
of Spartan Spears, and has been
grain9 to a tea widow/
acti%e in AN’S, She is a graduate
of Berkeley high school.
a MiPW

-C.art)I Hotchkiss

adviser of the ASB I would like’
to see the budget regulated in such
a way that activities Mid organizations may expaad with the
school,"
Miss Jukich lists as past experience work on the sophomore and
junior class councils, junior prom
cllairman, junior class social chan man and junior clam treasurer.

Pat Brennan, candidate for sophomore representative, strongly endorses better coordinated relations
between the Sophomore class and
the student body.
"Only through a more closely
knit relationship can we all work
towards the common goal of good
student government,- she said.

male
represent a t ive-at -large, it
will be my job to present all the
problenis of both the male and female population to the Student
Council. This is just what I want
to do, hut all too often students
seem almost ashamed of their
troubles and hesitate to tell them
to others. If given the chance, I
will strive to represent all shades
of campus opinion fairly.-

candidate for
A§I4
e ni a I 0 representat e -at large, is a firm believer in timer
cooperation and coordination hetseen the college and the sureiiiinding oomniunity
-.Much aliiiible eroundwork has
hero Laid along these lines alreart
and if elected to offiee. I
alit do no utmost to further this
line beginning.Miss Engel-0d
sued -After all, everyone knows
that’ cooperation is the basic ingredient in any successful venture Miss F:rtgertid has served as acting AWS presideot, AWS first vice
president. -community. nervier
chairman, co-chairrruirt of March
Mekslies, Big -Little Sister chair(’arid Ilotchkins, candiate tor
man and member of Spartan female representative-at
-large, beSpear!:
1 ’Oyes in more union between dif’iferent campus organizations.
7
Betty W iser
Freshman class secretary, Rana’
Brits Wiser, candidate for fe-conimittiso secretary and member
male representative -at -large, told of Spartadtt Spars are among

"I have been treasurer of Alpha
Phi Omega for two terms, treasurer of Eta Sigma, the honorary
accounting society, and Blue Key
’measurer.
"These jobs have given me the
experience that the ASB treasurer’s job requires."
Landicho is a junior from Mountain View high school.

Coordination Aim
Of Soph Candidate

Chuck Bucaria, candidate for
men ’s representative -at -I a r g e,
stands on his platform of better
iate r -organization
communication’, clarification of the AMS
stand on intra-mural athletics, a
better student understanding o
student body rovernment.
Under past experience. Bucaria
hats two years of active classcOuncil committees work. -I havethe time and the willingness to dy
a’ good job," he concluded.

Female Representative
pan, Eivierio
Engel at,

Jew Freeman

Chuck Bucaria

Iern Perry

It

years,
"From practical experience, I realize how important sound and
consistent financing can be when
dealing with any money, public or
private," said Haight, -I’m just
hoping for a chance to put my
budgeting ability to work for the
student body."
Before coming to State, he attended San Mateo high school,
where he was AMS president and
drama commissioner. Later at
Menlo Park junior college, he was
again active in Student affairs. At
State he is interested in drama
and ’radio.

Dee Jukich, oandidate for ASH
treasurer, claims, "I am well
aware of the responsibilities of
this office, and as chief financial

No, a now dress is not a
ll
sit’, bet you tea weer
different print to Nee 060 he. for
Nearly owsibino. Sines 10 ’brevet
16 ere priced $5 to US.

Ziff 9,1
Srfl ROM SECURITY ’LDS.
lime*
Cee..6.4.0t Herne

Delicious Six Course
Sunday Dinner
50
12t. 5 P.M.

$1
.

Dine and dance to the music
of Gunner Anderson on +hi
piano, Keen,/ Costello at the
drums, and Sam Leslie on the
bass.

Cita

lima/

Frafemitifts sod sororities
caN CY .5.9121 ler banquet
reservations.

2125 ALMAIMEN ROAD

*
*
*
*
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Iranian Students Interested
In Their Country’s Future
Long ago a Persian poet wrote
about a desponekint man. This man
worried about his responsibility to.
wards his infant son and the problem of having an extra mouth to
feed.
The moral of the poem was that
the same omnipotent form which
gave the boy teeth would take
Care that
would not go huntry.
Namur Motainrati.
Iranian
ipernt-gradnota snidest. ears that
. the losileCiallskie Jungers _ _.,..trallid
hate t have the Imelat Wiese
that ihill-41m7 is Ila
"sail*
Of the ad -Illahalltalastlagi halles
letting
Of
l’INIelt
tidings tali* care
, arklismaseises.
-There is a great contrast be.
Oween this type of thought and
lthe activist attitudes displayed by
Namur, Arnir, Hassan, Sirouss.
Darnish, Freidoun and ktehdi, the
tPersian students who attend the
College.
The old backward Persia, in the
minds of these students, is replaced by a new active Iran, a
little country which has two
things: a warm -water seaport and
mineral resources, which make
It one of the most contested *Puts
in the Middle East.
The Persian students’ eoncern over their country’s future is so near the surface that
it is likely to break’ out In fiery
discussion of Iranian economics.
religions or . political problems
whenever any of them are together.
No matter what their political
opinions, however, all of them
show intense patriotism which will
not let them settle for anything
less than an independent, selfsufficient Iran.
Their seriousness about their
homeland doesn’t keep the Iranian
from being known as some
the "biggest jbiters" on campus,
Mt to speak of their reputations
U the ladles’ men.
A cmunton complaint among
them Is, as Preidoun "Pierre"
Pirsadelt puts it, "Ti. think
*pi is Persia everyone wears
111114Milis and rides on canscia."
Although they are free
the
same country, the nine students
all have contrasting personalities.
They kid Nassur (Jack) for
"sitting in the library and staring at maps," but he explains that
he wants "to find out why otTies
countries have tailed." He corn.
pieted his engineering training at
Utah State Agricultural college
and is taking post graduate work
In the social sciences.
The light-hearted philosophy
of Hassan Sheinirani oast.
with Nassur’s seriousness. An
student.
engineering
Hessen
waists to travel to "every emstry in the world" and "hare a
good time" before returning to
Iran.
Si Nownejad is president of the
International Students’ organization this quarter. He is always the
first one to jump up and ask a
question or challenege an argu-

he

’

.0.09"
..ato
yrs BEACH

time again, and time for pretty girls in bathing sults
to be photographed in front of striped beach townie. She is lievertz ,
Krikae, who is one of the models featured is the spring "Lyke
magazine. Sha,is a senior biz ad major from SolInni. Ned lives at
Bello Manor.
1.111111121111.11

rK1110m:14 &we
What Is a Beach?

The Spartan Daily photo editor came rushing up to me the other
day, an matted gleam in his eye. Excitedly laving ma into a chair.
he produced some photographs whiCh he :wend on the desk.
Is/tilting sui., and
The pictures were of Beverly Krkac ifig
in various interesting poses. "Yes, she is very’ pretty," I said, with an
annoyed sniffle and began to move
up some magazines, dark glassee.
away.
’Wait! One of these is for suntan lotion, a beach towel and
your feature pager’ Cliff (Har- went out into the back yard.
rington, called goon for abort)
I put On the dark glasses, the
exclaimed, limuselag gleefully
lotion and just as I was
suntan
in his chair.
on the towel, the
"Fine," I said, always eager to settling down
sun Went down.
)1\ en up the news.
It does that.
"And you can write a feature
.
story about the beach to go with
he hastened to .add.
There is still some apace left.
My face froze into an expres- sct
here Os one of those things
mon of pain. Beach. What Is a
that seents so funny at the time.
beach?" I answered dumbly.
was
singing’ "Mr
ElerYtee
"What?" Cliff returned, with
Told Me. (bowe
,il
Done
Momma
.
equal intelligence.
was in knee panto,
%ium
Il
"I haven’t been to the beach
(boom) , etc. "What Is a boom,
NO," I said, and walked away.
anyway!" someone queried.
Its
’
true. Ever since I wa"A boom is anyone who is on
tered these hammed haus hi
for
the Rally committee!" piped Shep
september I have beard enthasEllis. Who probably won’t claim
lank talk of Santa Cron, the
it now.)
sunny mad, rolling surf sad
good limes ..
The first alumni magazine
.Why? Because . . .
The sun never came out until
in 1885
just lately. Then everyone blinked "The Index." printed
he has experiessee
senior
clue.
of
the
memberil
boa,
his eyes towards the bright
.--4lie has ability
vens and began to mUgrate. People
irig:
The college has conducted
go by plane, by convertible, some
he hes interest
all head far EMMET session annually
hitchhike, but
1922.
Cruz.,
I - And while they bask in the sun!
I bask in the fluorescent light 0f !
the Spartan Daily office every afternoon.
To make it even barites there
Is a eharacter with a warped
sense Of Manor, who sidle!’ up
every afternoon end hisses into
my ear, "Let’s go to !Santa
Urns!" Even If it’s raining he
aaYs. "Let’s go to Saida Crum"
Open 10 AM to 6 P.M. Deily
One time not king ago I had
Wednesday and Therselay Evesings, 1$. IP P.M.
an idea. Even if I couldn’t pala
the beach, I could have a
C.sease of Ilpla mad Santo Clore
e. I went name.
like e,e
Put on a bathingsuit, gathered

ment when a prominent speaker
visits the college.
- Si is finishing his last year Of
engineering. His next slop Wili he
Heidelberg university in Gerson.*
where he wants to study medicine,
which he explains has always been
,
his first interest.
.

Perry Tab./pods . Mao Plana
to misty in likillsIkarg- He Is,
animating Ms
train-.
mg um year. Ardour
is’
nompleigag his lad
:ot Pr..sant/Isere nail wilt ationdtaimetli.._
,leal mahout is tbe Uninillilleans,
A fnmiliar person Orland ..the
Spartan Daily office is "Plerlit"
Pirsadeh, who is known
his
very American ties and sports
jackets. He
Spartan 1)sigy
y
business and adve
msplast quarter. The
.
advises. Carl tAtiallitan. ,. MIMI Nit
he was "One ist-..tbe beet
had:",
Pierre is acorlinigigg up a few
tints before taking. job on a
Santa Rosa newspaper. Eventually
he plans to work in journalism
in Iran.
phrusb Agme.mms sh ems.
Needles moor Is a tramias.
from the University of kinks ma. He attended high school sad
Sorbonne university In Paris.
He boasts of having worked at
every kind of Job there Is, from
that of a news analyst (tor the
Journal de la Pals. Paris) to Ws
present position as a consonise
at Montesunis school in Loa
Gatos.
Amir Arnir -,Aslan attended
’school in England prior to cons----4--

for

sieve

ing to San Jose. An engineering
student, he says that his main
college art his studies.
-Nrhdi Eskandan inn.
he only
married Iranian student, is at -tending the college for his sixth
quarter. He is majoring in eon-’
nomics and political science ands.. minoring in social science.

intsrest is in
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SPECIAL DISCOUNT

el Cloin Sabena
Cliarehas
Parties, s4v., so osiers
lesiess
ii 6 Aseir. akr .,,or,.
ORDER tN ADVANCE

SOURER’S DO-HUTS
NI Aismailis Ave.

CY 4-6009

THE TIE RACK
QUALITY Ia..)
For AP 0c7cii(ons

the welientnint

"Thrrel DePOPISSiell
Beauty- Sterling

FINE CARS

WALLACE

Open 3hartelay

&serinysi11 9,00

AN

TED HAYS
701 S. MST

Cl’ 74110

1

JUIVO
FE SOUTH FIRST

SENIORS

YOUR RINGS HAVE ARRIVED
tame in earl, to keleet from wine
numplete araortment of fine quality. Senior rings in ninny band
someal) lea.

JULES II(YLZI
the friendly jetityler

231. SAIIITA CLARA

BERREY Picking Time . . .
VOTE Folt

John Aitkhi

TOM BERREY

A.S.B. PRESIDENT

A.S.IL V10E-PRESIDENT
Sir4rity.. Loodership Expftrience

they

STATE BOOK SHOP
featur.ing

USED BOOKS

For Befter All Round Representation
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Pool Posing for Crescent Girl Candidates
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Membe.s -bf Delta Sigma Phi
were hosts: to their King Nep;tune’s Bri(!i" candidates at a swimming party and barbecue at Adobe
Creek lodge Saturday.
The event was the last of a series Of atncticins honoring the
’ candidates. Xing Neptune’s Bride
will be crowned Slay 16, the date
!of the fraternity’s annual Sailor’s

Parade
p1

I’

city

, a

hot around the camtttrn; men hotter
ATO and Sigma Nu

c.t and Blackfeet
the warpath
on
10-3an their annual
rn n.11 Monday eve1. , .,i, ;icrothpaniment of
.!.,1 Indian "-rips,
The men of Alpha. Tau Oust.lb.’liberkfeet. The Sigma
%as are Whiteiret. One of these
aarni atternoons this week, the
hra.-.6 vi Itl participate in COOof skill and endurance. The
%%Inner ssill receive a perpetual
tomahawk trophy. /Sigma Nu
captured the prize laat year.
sty Indian days will cul.111,.
Minate in the annual WhitefootPIekfont lihil. Al that time the,
peace pipe will be passed beta. -en the two tribes and a oneyear peace pact will be signed.
.

The’ten coeds seeking the title
!are pledges r’-presenting the ’campus sororities.
Ken Crump. fraternity social
chairman, was in charge of the
affair.

Ralph’s Smoke Shop
54 SO. SECOND
Ronson a IEV11111 Lighters
Repaired by KIS Student
MagazinesNovelties
ROYCE’S PIPE TOBACCO
sa

These warm spring evenings
mem to be made for exchanges.
Timighi theitTheta Xis will:, play
host to the women of AOPi at a
patio dinnil.
Sion/lay ..emag the PIKA’s and
h. KKG’s went Western when the ;
;:iietie. mei at the Kappa sorority
’boo... The boys, pnmided the unt. 4.41trowni. Fred Hare performed
in a...melodrama while Joe Ross!
PlaYcd the fiddle for the western
Oat-wank
The ATO’is and the Gamma
Phis recently had an earhange
dinner. Fifteen cat& had dinner
at the fraterni(y; house, while
fifteen Allis lefg the Alameda
to dine at the eiwortty house.
Atirr dinner the ereaps met for
a railer akathin party.

POSING RV the pool are 19 of the IS candidates
for lAmhda Cbl Alpha Crescent Girl, she will
reign over the Pushcart Relays. Pictured are (left
to right), bottom row: Patty Doherty, Kappa Alpha Theta; Diane Bragg, Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
Maryann Meer, Sigma Nu, Row 2: Baby Stlekel,
Theta XI and Susanne Robinson. Kappa Alpha.
Row 3: Arden Allen, Delta Sigma Phi; Lee Simon,
Alpha Phi Omega; Jan Cole, Delta Gamma: Phyllis Johnson, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Nora Naur,

Student Y; Marcy Gomman, Alpha Phl; Alyce Holland, Kappa Tau; and Marian Lester, Chi Omega.
Bow 4: Patrkla Temple, Gamma Phi Beta; Bar- I
bars Pippin, Sigma Kappa; Georgia Dyer, Delta
Zeta; June Shaw, Alpha Omicron Pi; Pat Burrows, Sigma Chi; and Louise Haverstock, Alpha
Tau Omega. Candidates not pictured are Sylvia I
Bachellei, Alpha Chi Omega; Naomi Woo, Spartan Oriocel: Robin Wurzburg, Phi Sigma Kappa;
and Constance MacLean, Delta Upsilon.
photo by Pryor

EXPERT

, rescent Girl Nominees
Pine ith Iraternity

the ATt Is
min .sands and cool
al Sahta Cco4.

‘4Itortla:,

t ilti dalnl dam1.441
p. if,. lh.. rim it% iii,
Kapp., Aitral
Swam Kappas
togethi..r. for an ;aiming
Thas
af mging and dancina. Flank
t;-crefirriltt, %viol apida,rse for his
lion ()lasing, while Diane
ar111,14.41 the couples with
t... I
I
F anitarati of Johnimy -Re).
Delia Zet.t and Theta Xi had
exclititha dinner recently Din.
a as sei.ed at both houses
is
Legere" ;aiiyiate gathered at the
fao! I flits luao. for an old -fast.
)111.:
The

’;,litcnia

(Ails

were quite

Au.%

this neek nilh !tannings and
seren,id..... *shorn" Chi. John Al INat

Weight
tan

Welcher’,

each

are

and

nithotst

Burt
their

this.

-three Spartan coeds: .
raix dates for Ilia title oL Lambdi
Alpha Crescent Girl. will
()red tomorrow evening at a
dint
at the fraternity house.
T
is the second in a
!WI I
hi It in :
ot ;A, ’ii.q
least year’, Crescent Girl was
the’ h,hno. Last Salt:id:Q. t110, Donna Atherton, who.nias it
e
0 1.1,0 at a sport dance. atal
iii"st !-74:urcia. the semi-finalists cal by Carolyn
Lambda Chi guests at a ’ Kirchner.
will
1’1nel-eon and swimming paity.
’7-TO., Crescent Girl and two atCoat of the Administration build,
tocalcult4 will be crowned at the ’ ing and Tower built In 1967 was
annual. ernes and Crescent ball.. 3325.000,

aaz. Ken 1,..essier, John.Cfriffin, and
&ear Wine *by Wag4
1
ii-Retstri good;
ttoPt tx,e,.
Dick klonnior antaarren Benson.
lefrashments;
rge
Symons..
Publicity: and the pledges will be
in charge of’ cleaning up.

3 4

RECAPPING

Special Price
Discount to
Students

"ThasSeatCompary

A- 04.3P. trAting:

802 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jos.
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FOR ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES

Breeze through the hottest weather in
-Arrow Lightweight Shirts
and Sports Shirts

Collegians Unfazed By Heat;
Keep Cool in Arrow Lightweights

at
The Wardrobe

ian nu(’

I

III

Theta Xi’s Change
’House to Garden

The recreation area behind the
Theta Xi fraternity house is rapidscheduled for May23 at the Penin- 13 beIng turned into a Chinese tea
sula Country club. She also will cardtn in preparation for the ore:git mer the Poshbart Relays, gani2Iation’s annual spring dance.
May 29 and load the grand parade
Warking with Joseph Azzaoui,
of pushcarts before the relays;
siacial chairman, are: Stan Wadi-

Nancy A Mile anteion Pi, Don is
ies
Hush.’.’, a Sigma
ii Bart has ’then his
C..; 01 Manta of Kappa
ha.

,i

3

,

a.

4. a,

ol

I.

iT,41101 Is. .111

I; of I :lel! a -Epsilon
!minim: to Jenne
Alpha Phi.
Shirts

Sloe*
Shirts

3.95
3.95
4.50

See us today for the best cooling
system we knowa wardrobe of
Arrow lightweight shirts and
sports shirts. Thousands of tiny
windows in the tissue-thin fabric
let your body breathe . . . send
every cool breeze your way. We
have long and short-sleeve styles
. . white and smart pastels. Stock
up today!
W 6i

A eooliind comfortable summer is predicted for students
who cool off in Arrow lightweight shirts and sports shirts.
These hot -weather favorites are "air-conditioned" by
thousands of open windows in the fabric. Long and short
sleeve styles . . . white and pastel colors. Available at
Arrow dealers.

"ISM"

ARROW SHII1TS .

Green
Stamps

Sontc Clare at Second
Siesta 1112S
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Trophy Will Be lAwarded
fi 1953Baseba
During Spring Bowl Game Drop Game to Col
Wednesday.t

SPARTANierDAsIL

a

A

The third annual presentation
of the Keith Birlem trophy will
highlight the Spring Bowl football game Friday afternoon at
3 o’clock in Spartan stadium.
This award, which is presented to the outstanding Lineman
downneld blacker of spring
training, is given in memory of
Keith Btrieni, who was a Spartan football Mayer in pre-war
days. He was killed in the war
while flying a boraber mission
titer Europe.
Awards will be presented to the
outstanding blockers in each of
tht. four line positions. Donors
of the awards, are Bond’s clothing store. tliallasith’s. Pat Ferraro’s Men’s store and the Wardrobe. An additional award will be
given to the hest downfield blockcr. backfield and line, for their
performances during the game.
Friday’s game will be the last

chance that Spartan students have
of viewing the 1953 varsity gridders. Admission is by student
body card and only State studen
will be admitted.
Coach BM Perry has indicated
that the squad will be divided
evenly, with the tradition Golds
against the Whites. The Golds
will be sporting Navy blue this
year, but will keep the same
name.
Also making their debut Friday
will be the candidates for next
year’s cheerleaders. Chuck Wing
is in charge of the tryouts. A
performance by the Spartan band
will be an added attraction for the
Spring Bowl game.
End Mervin Lopes is currently leading the lineman for the:
Birlem trophy, but is closely
followed by Guard Chariey Realhue. Ralph Daehler, another end,
Is third and Mike Chlechi and

Jon Peterson round out the first
five.
Backfield downfield blocker of
the. week is Sam Dawson, but he
is closely followed by Eddie Perez, Pave Fanner and Bill Walker.
Walker was injured in the earlier
part of the spring training, but
he has rounded into shape and will
see action Friday.

Tennis Tourney

9

Deadline for sign-ups for the
All -College Men’s Intramural
Singles and Doubles Tennis
tournament is t:30
Tom,
day May Ile at either the
Men’s P.E. office- or Dirac
Clark’s sport shoji on San Carlos street. Coach Hugh Mumby announced yesterday.

SJS Coach
Began Judo
As ’Hobby’

frame on walks to Jack Richards,
Camara, Cleland and Visconti.
However. Bill Gilmore the Braes"
relief pitcher who entered the
game in the fourth inning. ,seftled
down and retired the side with no
more damage. Gilmore pitched hit- .
for,,
Doug Boehner started on the less ball d’hile on the rnounnd
the Cal ’quad.
mound for the Spartans and was
tagged for foiLr singles and a walk
Deekner, who went all the way
in the opening frame. This, coupfor the Sparta haseballers, us*
led with a costly error, provided touched for one more run In the
the Bears with the winning mar- fifth frame by virtue of a trigin. Two of the opponents runs
ple and a single by the enemy
were unearned due to the error.
batsmen.
The Golden Raiders scored
The Spartan infield looked sharp
their first runs of the game in
the fourth canto. Cookie Cam- throughout the contest as they
ara doubted to open the frame came up with four double plaje
and Ralph Cleland singled after to erase apparent rallies by the
two were out to score Camara. visitors.
Don Visconti then got oa Mite
the gratis way which paved the
way for second baseman Ron
BOWL FOR . . .
Pairne’s single enabling Cleland
to score. Ron Kauffman received life oa a Bear error filling
the bases and bringing the
of the Home of
Spartan.’ pitcher Bovihner up.
balls
long
fly
two
hitting
After
Into foul territory. Heebner
grounded out to end the inning.
squad
Coach Walt Wiliiams
scored a single marker ki the fifth
Scoring four runs in the first
the University of California defeated the Spartans front
San Jose by a 5-3 score In a baseball contest played yesterday afternoon at Berkeley.

inning,

AMUSEMENT

By ..BOB KIRCHER
Since he was a youngster. Yosh
Uchida, San Jofid State’s judo
coach, has been .06 active participant in the sport.

SPARTAN BOWLERS
Special rates for students
of all times

What’s goin’ on
behind the
Polka Dots
at
120 So. First

Uchida began his career at the
age of ten when he competed for
a judo club in tarden City, Calif.
According to the doach, "It was
more or less a htibby."
In 1941. Vehicle came to State,
where he coached the Spartans
for six months before being
called into the armed forces.
lie served with tte Army medical corps foliar -*ars. and semimed coaching at State In 1946.

We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Bags arid Shoes
12 LANES
MEN’S PE CLASSES HELD HERE
FRED "Duffy" PiklYa Mgr.

FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Open from 10 a.m.

JOSE BOWL

Graduated from State in 1947,
he earned a biOck letter in wrestling during MS years at the college.
Presently a holder of a fourth
degree black
t, Uchida is one
of the f
judoists in the

472 W. SANTA CLARA
Creeps 34147

SILL WAI
Halfback

Fo rtee’n Spartans To
R in Fr sno Relays

YOU BE THE

CRYSTAL

Jumps

We billiato that we haw Ow hod
rnittstiakas in town, and tbat we’re
Hot perfect place for a -coffike data
YOU find out. Stop in and be ths

4

Outstanding members of Cot
quarter -milers who will have a
Bud Winter’s track and field
run-off to decide the two remainsquad. 14 in number, have been en
ing members of the mile relay
tered in the Fresno Relays whidh
team. The men trying out for the
will begin Saturday and finish ths
positions are Cruikshank Burks,
evening.
BartholoWinter has entered 880. miie Stanley Dowell, Allyn
mew, Stephens and Kevin Duffy.
and two-mile relay teams that will
Entered in indivklusti events
meet some of the best compettCOACH YOSH UCHIDA
146 ft. discus throw tion in the United States. Besides are
(’oach Yeah Uchida
the relay teams, nine athletes er; ’Herman Stokes. a U ft.
are entered in their special field broad Jumper, and high-Jumpers
counfry and is highly regarded as and running events.
Eugene Denny (6 ft. 4 in.) and
a teacher and student of the sport
Jon .Braun (1 ft. 2 in.)
With Wait Burnett and Lang
by the Kodokan, the official organ Stanley leading the way, the
Co-captain Bill Priddy, who has
of all judo located in Japan.
Sportaaa’ SOO and two-mile re. vaulted 13 ft. 9 in. this season,
lay quartets have eliasees of has been selected by Winter to
The State coath tuts been
in the money. Teamed show his talents in the Fresno pit.
turning out championship teams ftsfahlist
with Burnett (hest dale of Shot -totter John Slaughter, consince 1939. las squads have won
21.1) in the half-mile hass. sistent at 47 feet, will be the
the Norther* California chantpairing event are Doa Credit- Spartans’ choice in the iron.ball
eionehipa three years in a row
(21.4). James Burke
shank
the oeseles paps* George Best,
and last year’s team captured
(21.8) and Curtis Koss (21.C.
the California State All-Star
Stanley, who recently estabTournament, held la Los Ana new- SJSC school halfS
Zetes.
1069 team won the lishedmile record of 1:52.6. will head the
state etansplamthips. One of
eight -lap team composed of Mil
George Best, Stephens 41:57.01. Allen Dunn
the tottels’s
Wia Ham Good
W5 s the first
to achieve
MILKSHAKES
(1:57.6) and Bob Stewart i 1 :511.2).
a second degree
lc belt ratWith Burnett and Stanley seedNICE Sal Fersonslo
ing in collage competition.
ed ’Pots. Winter has six other
Among the Coach’s personal
achievements are president of the
HARD TOP RACES EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Northern California Black -Belt
siodeet rote with stedeof body coed.. .51.01
Society, first commissioner of
judo for the Pacific Association
of the Amateur Union and national
tournament director for the AAU.

Nola)

According to the coach, his highest thrill came in 1937 when,
la a second degree brown belt,
he threw a
belt to win the
Southern
Judo chatsPionship. He Was captain of the
range county judo team at the,.
time.

SEVENTH & SANTA CLARA

MAMMY

it’s

"it’s the Greatest"

!IBOY-.IWhat a treat with

/9c 8er9er4
Sc Coffee
Plus: Television at
your leisure
OPEN TILL 9
354 L’SANTA CUL%

college Bowl

Bay Area Firms
Office Plans Affairs Group Hold Interviews
Interviews for Dance Planned
Summer Jobs
Wednesday, May 6. 1953

el’ASTAN DARES

The Placement office yesterday
announced that several Bay Area
A’ Ai-cart Relay dense his industries will send representabeen scheduled for May 29, ac- tives to the campus during the
cording to Del Bowles, Social Af- next week to conduct job interfairs cortimittee chairman.
views with graduating seniors.
The dense will be co-sponsored
F. W. Weller, of the Firestone
by the SAC and Lambda Chi Al- Tire & Rubber company, will inpha fraternity.
terview job applicants today. The
At the regular SAC meeting company is seeking men capable
yesterday afternoon, Bowles said of assuming executive and managthat the committee would begin erial functions. Graduating busiplanning next year’s Social Af- ness administration majors will be
fairs program.
hired to enter Firestone’s sales
"There will be a meeting in the manager trainee program.
Friday, the Guy F. Atkinson
near future when the committee
will hnotte all organizational so- Contracting and Engineering comcial chairmen, and other interest- pany of South San Francisco will
ed students to get an opinion of interview majors in accounting.
this year’s social program and an business administration and those
idea for next year’s program." with civil engineer degrees.
General Mills, Inc., Sperry &v1 said Bowies.

Students interested in summer
camp work wifl be interviewed by ’
sopresentatives of three organizations today and tomorrow, according to Mrs. Nancy Dirt, Peet-!
Time Pleennent office secretary:.
Today the Oakland Girl Scout
council will meet applicants for
pasitions in its Sierra National!
forest camp near Yosemite.
Also scheduled for interviews
Inky is the Sequoia Area Girl
Senn council summer camp. The ’
Sequoia council is seeking students for every phase of work.
The San Fratickico pqrA will
interview students tomorrow. Mrs.
Dies said. The following pontions
are available in the YMCA surd.
suer camp program director. seCDon leaders, living group counselors, waterfront directors and craft,
nat,ire, riflery. riding and archery
instructors
Student% intepsted in (his work
may register for intemew appointments with Mrs. Dier in the
Insentient office. Room 100.

Ball ’Pleasing’ School Strings
lecture Topic
At Conference
"More than 1300 people attended the Inaugural Ball." reported
Del Bowles. Social Affairs .contmkt., chairman, yesterday.
Bowies and his committee began plans ALM preparations for
the bell last December.
"Everyone who attended was
impressed with the ball settings
and band," remarked Bowies. ’1
think the students should be congratulated on the way things
turned out. I feel that the turnout
shows the students have a personal liking and respect for Dr.
John T. Waltiquist."

sion, of San Francisco, will send
its personnel manager. William
Bourns. to the campus Monday.
Hs will interview men with engineering loackgrotmds for jobs as
production manager and production control trainees.
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PTA Awards

JILL.

Three women college Mtudents
have been recommended by the
l’hvision of F:ducation for PTA
scholarships for 1953-51. Dr.
G Sweeney, division chairman, announced recently
Dr. Sweeney revealed that the
following students had been apboth
proved and recommended i
Ins office and the Dean of Worn en’s office. Jean Ann Halley. general elementary major from San
Jose, *MO. Barbera Matney. kinitergarten-prImary and general elrinehlary major from Vallejo.
$150, Gretchen Andersen, general
elenentary major from Palo Alto.
SIN
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Don’t you want to try a cigarette
with a record like this?

Student Teachers
Register Today
The Education depa rt me nt announced yesterday that student
teachers who have not as yet preregistered for the fall quarter
must do so today or Thursday.
Candidates for the kindergerlen-primary and general ’elementary credentials are to sign up
with Mrs Ann Fabrizio in Room
161
Junior high and general .eeon(Lary majors are to register with
MCI Lula Montgomery in Room
161 Candidates tor special secondary credentials aro to pre -register in their major subject department.

U. THE QUALITY CONTRAST

between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the
country’s six leading cigarette brands.

Ths index of good quality table a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine
skews Chesterfield quality highest
. . . 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
the average of the five other leading:brands.

al
al
ol

2. First to Give You PIFINVOUI111
Quality in Regular and
King-size
. much milder

Deadline Nearing
For Senior Feet’

with an extraordinarily good
tasteand for your pocketbook,
Chesterfield is today’s best
cigarette buy.

Senior fees mast he paid by May
1%. according to Mrs Doris Rice
of the Graduate Manager’s office.
Mrs Riee reported that fees toii WI The &pion& costs 52 22:
..nior actt%ities cost $7 7R, and
alumni fees are $5.

3. A Report Never Before
Made About aXigarette.

Lillese4

RIbllapbile
litisiling tonight at
7 o’clock in Room L-212.
Casierekory club: Meeting Sunday at 6. p.m. in Trinity church.
Mir: meeting today at 12 30
p m, in Room
Preahniaa Camp counselors:
Meeting tonight in Room 117 at
H o’clock
Gamma Alpha Chi: Meeting today at 7 pm at YWCA.
Meeting tonight at 7 30
o’clock in tbr-toil
Neinispa club: Mgeting tonight
al -S o’clock in Newman hall
Ellenontiesial Therapy elubi
mrnnit tomorroo at 7.30 pm. in
Ft -72.
9atuene4 If: Meeting tyday at
30 pm. at Y.
WAA1 Tennis meet todily at 4
p.m. in patio of Women
gym
Volleyball tonight at 7 o’clock.

"Strings in the Elementary School" will be the topic of a lecture by Louis Stonunel, Jefferson
elementary school music teacher,
at a meeting of the Music Educators’ National conference tonight.
according to Norma Swanson, conference president.
The meeting wills be held in
Room 106 of the Music built:MB
at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be.
servedStrzemnel will demonstrate methods of teaching string instruments to elementary grades, Mies
Swanson said,
She invited all music ’tucking
to attend the meeting and has
that they will find it
"profitable."

Choice of Young Americo .
A recent survey made in 274 leading colleges and
universities shows Chesterfield is the largest seller.

For a full year a medical
specialist has been giving a
group .of Chesterfield
smokers regular examinitions every two months. He
reports... no adverse effects

to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfiekt
,
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